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An informative memoir in regards to a son taking care of a mom with Alzheimer's Disease. At
best, we are able to strive for an approach that will leave us free of missed opportunities and
regret. Alzheimer's and its own evil brain-robbing cousins are a scourge that rip our family
members from us piece by piece. When the disease is firmly in control, there are no silver linings
or wonderfully shared occasions. The story is informed in a manner that educates and focuses
the reader on the insidious nature of adult mental dysfunction, while at exactly the same time
providing useful insights and information on the obligations of caregiving.
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Highly moving and exremely informative What They Don't INFORM YOU OF Alzheimer's is an
excellent, insightful, heartwrenching look at Alzheimer's from a son's perspective. As a mom of
sons, I admit I came across this element to be incredibly intriguing, boy as caretaker for his
mother. This is really a boy that any mom would be pleased with. The appendix includes
descriptions of degrees of care in various caregiving facilities. Bernstein's reserve, actually,
does read sometimes like how-to manual fulfills memoir. His honesty concerning this disease and
what it does to both patients and loved ones is merely heartbreaking and completely
practical. This Really Hit Home If I were a good writer, I could have written this reserve myself.
You just have to the best you can, with the information you have at the time. From the
beginning, you understand that Bernstein is among the good men and you need everything to
work through for him. I valued the author's succinct and honed composing style.I am therefore
glad I browse this book. Five Stars A precise, heart warming accounts of the trials endured
simply by all within an Alzheimer's scenario Five Stars Exceptional book, very touching and
informative. Bernstein offers my utmost respect for what he did for his mother and for writing this
book. I highly, recommend this book to anyone who has family associates with the condition or
family and friends users who are caretakers for people with Alzheimer's. I've known people in
both your and your mother's circumstances. Touching and truthful. Bernsteing for sharing your
knowledge.The writing is good and the book flows well. I've had 2 family suffer from Alzheimers,
lately my mother in regulation. Reading more stories like yours makes me want to do more to
make certain that through my grandmother's lengthy trip through dementia that I do all I can
to make her life as exciting as possible. Your tales of arguments and tears hit home. Many of
the manifestations of the condition are related; but there are several variables on the
sociable/ medical aspects that people need to be alert to. Interestingly, Bernstein's mother was
created the same year as my mother in law and had been living alone for several years in an
out of city (Ohio) location as we viewed her deterioration. We shifted her to an Alzheimer's
device near us in our smaller Indiana town where she passed away in 2007. From this book we
have now realize (even more) how lucky we had been for her to end up being in the excellent
unit that was available near us. Bernstein is 'right on' throughout the publication, hitting on all
the small and large decisions that have to be made. In case you have a close friend or
relative who provides dementia, read this reserve to learn the many problems you will need to
deal with on the way. Informational, interesting and heartbreaking After having lost my mother
prematurely to cancer, this work struck me in an especially soft spot. No, cancers and
Alzheimer's are really nothing as well, but losing someone you care about via slow deterioration
is equally hard no matter the cause.The story telling and the partnership details are not
overbearing but are just enough to greatly help the reader emotionally connect to what is
taking place.This book is also pretty useful as a training guide both on what things to watch
for and, should someone you understand actually have Alzheimer's, what to do. The missteps
and corrective measure used are extremely valuable information for anyone who is looking for
long-term look after someone. It really is usually our first time to take action, and that usually
means lots of mistakes. This book, no matter your situation, can help you avoid some of these
errors.The story of this man and his mother also unmasks what most people never learn about a
condition they know someone has. It is beautifully written. It's rather a small 'yucky' in a couple
of moments, but that is part of fact and what I really believe this author was intending to
convey.Be kind to yourself and examine this book. It's a reality verify, and a treasure. shared
journey Not quite a handbook, but somewhere between a manual and a journal, B.G.
Bernstein's memoir can be an essential read for anybody captured between Alzheimer's and a



loved one.It's been hard for me personally to see her change even subtly from someone I knew
when We was young as strong and vibrant to getting timid and shut in. Bernstein's effective
message, that the best one can do for someone you care about in this problem is to stay
close and pay attention, resonates across the pages. Bernstein's book. Nowadays, as I struggle
between trying to motivate him, and trying to console him, I'm going to be taking into
consideration the fortune cookie in this memoir. This is not used to the both of us and we're
having our bumps on the way. I think that wish exercised. You're not alone Dear Mr. Gave me
some answers I had been searching for. The establishing and the names would be different, of
program, but otherwise amazingly very similar. At times both haunting and heroic, this reserve
coalesces around the idea that the journey will probably be a difficult one, but not one that
needs to be undertaken by itself. She frustrates me frequently and I'm attempting to deal. This
book can help educate people about RECOGNIZING the very early beginnings of Alzheimers,
and what it is like to look after someone with this changing disease. Bernstein notes that his
only wish on paper this was to include another tone of voice to the dialog. Informative A sad
but heartfelt story.Again, much thanks. A real eye-opener Thank you for offering truthful,
unbiased insight concerning a debilitating disease. Exceptional, heartbreaking and timely.and
everyone is different.Nevertheless sad the path of the condition is, it's comforting to me to learn
that I'm not alone in this journey and there are others out now there facing the same concerns
regarding our loved one's overall health and the frustrations of coping with the healthcare
system. The topic matter is unfortunate, of program, but this publication is a great resource for
people seeking understanding and answers or those who wish to compare their encounter with
other people who have taken treatment of people with Alzheimer's. Spot on! I'm all over this
Robert! The Alz video game adjustments every minute, everyday.... Wish I would have had this
information years ago. The tale can be intermingled with a lot of information about finding
assistance and care and attention centers for Alzheimer's patients. So very helpful. Bernstein,I
needed to thank you for sharing you tale of your journey and of your love for your mother. Five
Stars A lovely book, by a loving son, which gave me personally a fresh understanding of
Alzheimer's. Many thanks, Mr. I possess and have acquired so many family and friends users
struggling as either patients or caretakers of Alzheimer's sufferers that I could relate with
Bernstein, while at the same time getting a unique appearance at one son's knowledge with
what the condition did to his mother--and to him as he struggles to both get quality care for
her and do what he experienced was the right thing to do. Well written. This book is a memoir
about the author's mother's decline into Alzheimer's disease and his journey through caregiving
stages and needs. The writer did an excellent job of describing the behaviors and adjustments
in his mother's working, along with, describing the emotional connection with the condition and
their romantic relationship. He struggles so hard to do the right thing--and with Alzheimer's
there are therefore few sure right points. This is good because it gives the reader so much
useful information that Bernstein acquired to learn the hard method during looking after his
mother. A very honest memoir I came across this book to end up being very honest and moving.
Alzheimer's is an awful disease that ribs you off your thoughts or the ability to give voice from
what is happening to you. My mother passed away in 2014 and I'm still studying Alzheimer's
and trying to understand what happens to patients. I took great comfort in Mr.When my best
friend had some strokes two years ago at the age of forty-four, I had no idea how grave his
condition would become, no inkling of the dementia that could rob him of his job and his
livelihood. The dirty details are not withheld, and thus the mystery is revealed.
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